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            Smarter revision for schools and students

            Cloud-based revision management software
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          With easy-to-configure revision plans, intuitive student revision boards and comprehensive and powerful graphs and reports, Revisio's revision management software provides schools with the platform to power student revision.
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          Ready made revision plans

          
            Revisio provides ready made revision plans mapped to your exam board specifications, with your selected course options, for over 400 GCSE, IGCSE and A-Level courses.
          

          
            Using Revisio's content manager, teachers can easily make these revision plans even more powerful, customising to individual class requirements and adding further resources.
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         Empowering students

          Revisio's dashboard gives students an overview of their revision progress and understanding by subject.

          The revision board is the student hub giving students a clear, visual and interactive view of their revision.

          The revision card is where revision happens. Clicking on a revision card allows students to access topic details, resources and notes.
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        Powerful insights

          Revisio data and insights help inform revision strategies for classes and students.

          Revisio gives school leaders and teachers comprehensive and powerful insights into student revision data through interactive graphs and reports.

          Progress and understanding can be reviewed across subjects and classes, drilling down by topic and each individual student. The data allows targeted interventions to drive student performance and outcomes.
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        Supporting all the exam boards

        
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
        

      

      

      

    
    

    
    
    
    
      
        Book a demo

        Revisio is available exclusively via school subscription.

        To find out more about how Revisio can help your school please book a short online demo or  contact us.
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